Kinetics of First-Row Transition Metal Cations (V+, Fe+, Co+) with OCS at Thermal Energies.
The temperature-dependent kinetics for reactions of V+, Fe+, and Co+ with OCS are measured using a selected ion flow tube apparatus heated to 300-600 K. All three reactions proceed solely by C-S activation at thermal energies, resulting in metal sulfide cation formation. Previously calculated reaction pathways were employed to inform statistical modeling of these reactions for comparison to the data. As surmised previously, all three reactions at thermal energies require spin crossing, with the Fe+ reaction crossing once circumventing a prohibitive transition state, before crossing again to form ground state products. The Fe+ and Co+ reaction efficiencies increase with energy. For the Co+ reaction, and to a lesser extent the Fe+ reaction, the apparent activation energies are less than the reaction endothermicities, possibly indicating increasing diabatic behavior of the spin crossings with energy. The V+ reaction was well modeled assuming an entirely adiabatic spin crossing, such that the resultant avoided crossing behaves similarly to a tight transition state. The subsequent reaction of VS+ with OCS producing VS2+ is also investigated; the rate-limiting transition state energy derived from statistical modeling is poorly reproduced by quantum calculations using a variety of methods, highlighting the large (1-2 eV) uncertainty in calculated energetics of transition-metal containing species.